
This one's my favourite by far. This one is the one that really resonates with me and I hope it shows 

when I serve my client, I am serving them because I want to, and this is where a lot of therapists go 

wrong. You are a servant. You are a servant to your boss and your boss is your client. Soon as you 

remember this, the easier life is because it doesn't become a chore. A lot of people find, I see in 

beauty therapy these days, they find it like a chore to go to people's houses and help them. Try not 

to think like that. It's about you serving them and you are helping them feel good. You're helping 

them feel confident. You are helping them have a pamper because they deserve one and you are 

there to serve their purpose. 

This means such a lot to me and if you are not serving your client, ask yourself why. Ask yourself if 

this is the right job for you, firstly, because if you're not a servant to your client, you're not going to 

make it as a beauty therapist. A therapist is written as a therapist because we are there to help 

them. We are there to make them feel good about themselves. We are coaching them. We are like 

many counselors. We look after them. We get to know them like their family. You are serving them. 

They are your boss. 

How do we go about doing that? Firstly, we get to know them. We make them feel happy. We make 

them feel like they're our friend. There's a fine line between business and friendship. You have to 

have a line and boundary because sometimes in the past you maybe, I've been in that situation 

myself, where people have taken the [inaudible 00:01:55] out of my kindness, and that is really 

important that you don't go through that because it really does hurt and it's not a nice place to be, 

because you give, give, give, and people do tend to take. So make sure you have that boundary line. 

Make sure you are their servant and you are doing things for them in that time, in that timeframe. 

When you leave, you can be pleasant, but you cannot be too familiar because sometimes it can get 

overwhelming and you can't differentiate work and pleasure. 

Sometimes your client will become your friend. It is possible and it does happen, which is nice, but 

you sometimes find that if you do go down that road, you end up not charging them and they 

become your friend and you feel guilty. Lots of negatives and positives with that, so make sure you 

just have a nice, fine line, a boundary that's drawn between a friendship and a client, because I really 

do believe that we can have friendships within our clientele, but we have to make sure that we are 

still charging the same. You shouldn't have to charge less just because they're your friend. You're 

doing them a service and you are their servant. So you must, and this is a very important, you must 

keep your integrity and your standards high. I failed miserably with this and I've learnt my lesson and 

I've lost a lot of friends and also clients in the past where I've thought they were friends. They've let 

me down. They've set their own businesses up after I've trained them for free. It's been a difficult 

time. 

So, make sure you don't go down that road because it can actually help you feel good within your 

business. So you've got to protect yourself. You've got to protect your business. You've got to 

protect your mental health and you've got to protect your client because they can get too familiar, 

and then they'll want you 24/7, and that's the time where you've got to set your day, so make sure 

you plan your day with the resources. Like I said before, make sure you turn your phone off or you 

have a business phone. I'm not very good at that, and I don't mind being who I am because I can 

control it because I have trained myself to be able to do that, but there is a switch off period and 

sometimes it can get overwhelming. Make sure you have a business phone, you turn it off at 7:00 

PM and you are not serving your client after that point. It is really that simple. 

Make sure you are a server. Make sure you look after your client, but make sure you switch off at 

certain time and you become you, because it's very important to forget who our identity is after we 



become a beauty therapist, because you want to help everybody. You want to make lots of money. 

You want to be professional, but you also want to be a friend so it can get very overwhelming. So 

we're here to help you through that. There's going to be a time where someone will let you down 

and you'll feel really disheartened and we've got to pick you back up, and that's what this 

membership is for. We pick you back up if you have a fall or a sad day, because that is what it's all 

about. We are here to help you, guide you, and protect you. 

I hope that one helps. Make sure when your client is booking an appointment, it's short, it's sweet, 

it's to the point, it's done, it's dusted, and you are serving them to your best ability. Now, I will say 

one thing. I am a sucker for booking people at any point of the day, because I know it's a sale, and 

it's very important we get sales these days, but there is a fine line to not answering your phone as 

well, because if you're not answering the phone, you might lose a sale. So think about that as well. I 

have a lady who's my hairdresser, and she never answers me, and I never know where I'm at, and 

sometimes it makes me think, God, and we're living in a fast-paced world these days, and we want 

to book our appointments, get it done and dusted. 

There is a fine line. If you do see a message coming along, that wants to book an appointment, as 

long as it's short, sweet, and to the point, send them the link to your fresher, send them the link to 

your diary, whatever. Say to them, please book here and you are done. Perfect. If someone asks you 

a question about what they want, answer them as quick as possible, and then go, but make sure, 

you could even say, "Look, I can't really follow up right now, but I'll be back tomorrow morning and 

we can have a really good chat about it or if you want to leave me your question, I will get back to 

you with the answer, and we'll be able to help you at that point." Make sure you are serving them, 

but you're not overdoing it, and also, you're serving them and you're protecting your boundaries. 

That's really important, but you must look after your client. They're number one. They're the reason 

that you're here and you are there to look after them, but don't let them take the Micky out of you. 

PROMISE ME! 


